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EDITOR’S LETTER

Traveling to different parts of the world allowed me to experience new cultures and 
broaden my artistic perspective. Visiting art museums and cultural heritage sites, 

I realized that to discover pure “African” or “Chinese” art was never easy since 
European art had influenced them. Then, I questioned how Korean art could survive in 

this global market and take part in multiculturalism. Through overseas experience, 
I learned that being “Korean” is global but noticed criticisms of Korean art industry is 

short-lived and lack a clear identity. I wanted to take an action to rectify that.
 

That was when I met ACCESS, a platform that aims to open the horizon of Korean art 
and culture by introducing emerging and veteran artists under the concept of 
sustainability. Both nationally and globally, ACCESS was becoming a leader in 

documenting the journey of Korean art by distributing to art museums and cultural 
institutions. This July, to expand our boundary beyond Korean culture, ACCESS 
published a special issue with an Austrian choreographer titled Trajectory Lines: 
Photography and Dance. We believe that a clear mission of uniting culture and 

sustainability made such international collaboration possible. On behalf of ACCESS, 
I would like to thank all artists who took part in our challenge for the last six years. 

 

This fall, our theme is resilience, an important way for art and culture to be 
sustainable. Korean art, whether emerging or long-lasting shows resilient sustainability 

after going through difficulties. From food stylists to public artists, the interviewees 
show how sustainable art requires resilience. Archiving these movements may bridge 

the gap between artists and the public and make Korean art more clearly 
understandable. ACCESS promises to continue the journey and stay resilient in the 

Korean cultural sphere. 
 

Warm regards, 
 

Yunah Ko 

“Korean art, whether emerging or long-lasting shows resilient sustainability after 
going through difficulties. From food stylists to public artists, the interviewees show 

how sustainable art requires resilience.”
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AROUND THE CULTURE
EUNJI LEE
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RESILIENCE

Korean art, whether emerging or long-lasting, 
shows resilient sustainability after going through difficulties. 

The survival, or being sustainable, requires continual analysis 
for the public to revisit, gain attention or feel personal 

attachment. These movements are believed to create resilient 
atmosphere in the cultural sphere. 

-  A C C E S S  -

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SOOIN PARK
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AROUND THE CULTURE

b y .  E U N J I  L E E 

Starting last year in Korea, the #MeToo movement has been taking place in various work fields, 
such as film, art, news, and even politics. As victims started to bravely confess the sufferings they 
went through due to sexual discrimination and abuse, the #MeToo movement created an immense 
cultural outbreak all over the world. For the 2016 Oscars, the renowned American singer Lady 
Gaga stood on stage alongside dozens of sexual abuse survivors for her performance. As for Korea, 
there have continuously been diverse entertainment shows that discuss the topics of the #MeToo 
movement and the aftermath of it. Before bringing the controversies and disputes to surface, we bare 
to live in a discriminatory world without thinking twice about the disadvantages we faced every day. 
However, it’s extremely important that our current phenomenon brings people’s attention back to 
the aforementioned movements because, for once, it makes us stop and think about the issues that 
secretly affected a big part of our lives and unites us to start making small changes.
 
Similarly, ACCESS interviewed artists and examined events that work with the same goal: to bring 
refrained topics up to the surface and allow them to regain attention from the public. For example, 
Choi Jeong Hwa collects objects that either have been lost, forgotten, or thrown away and creates 
stunning artwork in dominant sizes to challenge people to ponder the things that they have taken 
for granted. Similarly, Bballae, a musical that is favored by its viewers for over ten years, portrays the 
everyday life of people who are socially neglected and, by reflecting on their lives, reaches out and 
consoles its audience.
 
As we bring new attention from the public to diverse issues, we need to contemplate what we want 
to eventually achieve through such reflection. At the moment, it might be agonizing to face the 
unfortunate issues but, at the end of our perpetual effort, it would bring people together to make 
powerful changes towards a better and happier society.

“Starting Small, Going Big”

“…for once, it makes us stop and think about the issues that secretly affected a big part 
of our lives and unites us to start making small changes.”

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SOOIN PARK
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AROUND THE CULTURE

All of us face difficulties at various stages of 
our lives. Whether it is disappointment from 
failure of a goal, sadness from loss of loved one, 
or fear from a traumatic event, there are always 
difficulties in life that we must go through. 
Because such hardships are unavoidable, each 
of us need to procure our own ability to bounce 
back or even go beyond our original level of 
maturity. We all engage with our own resilient 
behaviors that heal us from our sufferings. 
 
Such resilient behavior is not restricted to 
humans. It applies to the entire scope of our 
nature. Products, people, and ideas all encounter 
barriers at some point that hinder them from 
receiving the attention that they deserve. 
Especially in such a society bombarded with 
technological advancements that allow new 
inventions almost every second, it is difficult for 
things to survive. The ability to recover or stay 
sustainable is vital in our society. 
 

To find out more about their resilience, ACCESS 
interviewed various artists who all noted the 
critical importance of resilience in the sphere of 
sustainability. Within the twelve interviewees, IL 
Hoon Roh, Baki, Fabrikr, and Gyucheol Jeong, 
all pointed out the value of convergence as the 
key to resilience. Artist IL Hoon Roh especially 
emphasized the importance of conducting 
endless experiments with handcraft and 
technology to visualize the essence of beauty 
found in nature. Reinterpretations and reforms 
through convergence achieved by endless 
experiments is one successful way of finding or 
creating resilience.
 
Integration of already existing ideas with many 
trials and errors can create a synergetic effect as a 
way to sustainability. Just as how artists endlessly 
research and experiment with the best ways of 
integration to attain resilience, continual analysis 
and appreciation of our diverse experiences can 
help us enrich our lives and stay resilient. 

“Reinterpretations and reforms through convergence achieved by endless experiments is one 
successful way of finding or creating resilience.”

b y .  S O O Y E O N  K I M

“Synergy through Endless Experiments”
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AROUND THE CULTURE

If one is occupied in the field of art and design, a common itinerary of products and services that artists 
create should be noted. The typical stages are the following: to be produced, informed, consumed, 
and eventually abandoned by the public. The duration of each stage varies according to the artist’s 
reputation, the public’s reaction, and the product’s sustainability. Yet, some works are revisited after 
being abandoned due to their scarcity and aspect of limited edition. With a prevalent art cycle existing 
out there, how is this possible? 
 
To answer that question, ACCESS met artists and producers on the topic of resilient sustainability. 
For instance, the curator of <100 albums and 100 artists> dramatically evoked the sense of retro and 
analog charm by recreating LP records. We no longer need LP records to listen to music, but there 
are still people seeking them since the medium evokes personal memories. Thus, the intimate and 
nostalgic taste initiates a journey of resilience, contributing limited pieces of LP records to last in 
sustainable manner. 
 
It is undeniable that a massive influx of artworks produced nowadays do not easily hold sustainable 
values that overcome the typical art cycle. However, those that contain valuable memories have 
potential to restart the cycle that was once abandoned. Likewise, the state of being scarce and 
the appreciation of personal feelings have made LP records maintain their position despite the 
requirement of inconvenient turntables to listen to a single song.  
 
Modern artists and producers appear unstable due to various external influences. Nonetheless, with 
emphasis on personalization and the scarcity caused by abandonment, some possess the possibility to 
begin resilient sustainability in the field of art and culture. 

b y .  Y U N A H  K O

“The Circulation of Art Cycle”

“Yet, some works are revisited after being abandoned due to their scarcity 
and aspect of limited edition.” 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BYEONG CHAN KANG
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CREATIVE CULTURE
BAKI
YOO AHN KIM 
KIM EUNAH
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BAKI

“The Wheel that Never Stops to Roll” 

Once a ballerino, now a renowned photographer for his 
dynamic dance portrait, Park Kwisub (Baki) is an ambitious 
and philosophical visual artist. While he is a vigorous 
artist who never stops thinking and noting inspirations, he 
proficiently conveys them into his artworks. His unique way 
of taking dance photography has made him a distinctive 
figure in the field. ACCESS paid a visit to Baki’s A-apollon 
studio to measure his thoughts.

Visual Artist
a-apollon.com
baki0000@nate.com

2002 Korea National University of Arts Diploma (Dance) 
2006-2010 Korean National Ballet 
2014 Gangdong Art Center Solo Exhibition
2014 Russian cover work for Werber’s ‘Tree of Possibility’
2014-2017 JLOOK magazine 
2016 Roma Anna Pavlova Ballet Photography Contest (Portrait Winner)
2018 OPIOM Gallery Solo Exhibition, France

Park Kwisub
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CREATIVE CULTURE

B A K I

b y .  D O N G W O O  K I M

You changed your job from ballerino to photographer. Could you share your experience of starting a new career?   

I was new to the field, and I was in obscurity mostly because I lacked a professional network that would help me keep up 
with crucial information. When I first debuted as a fashion photographer, people in the industry simply underestimated 
my works because my portfolio was not professional enough. Many colleagues suggested I try dance photography. I did, 
and I started to build my career using my strength in framing people’s movement, taking advantage of my profound 
experiential knowledge of dancing. 

Please share your thoughts on dance and photography in terms of media.

One core difference between dance and photography is in continuity. While dance is an art of continuity, photography 
is an art that draws out a single moment. When dancing, you continuously move in space to express your emotions and 
ideas; when photoshooting, you snapshot the moment to frame the energy of second. Each has different strengths, and I 
try to embrace both media when I work. I endeavor not to draw lines between two media, because I now understand that 
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CREATIVE CULTURE

the two create a single ‘visual medium’. That’s also why I usually represent myself as a visual artist who creates images. 
While doing different forms of art, you also experience different procedures. Distinctive media has alternative ways of 
building up a piece, and I as a visual artist am trying to express through many different visual measures. 

One of your most renown series is <Shadows>. What did you hope to show to the audience through the series?

In my work, I try to talk about myself. When I was starting <Shadows> series, I did not have the budget to execute 
every idea. <Shadow #2>, which is famous for the name ‘Tree of Life,’ portrays my realization of my best asset: dancer 
colleagues. They helped build the project by performing as a part of a tree. The tree is a symbol that emphasizes a variety 
of sacrifices and supports for accomplishment. <Shadow #2-2> was inspired by Tetris. This was a metaphor of my life 
waiting for the one piece that would fall perfectly to resolve my concerns. Despite the personal stories embedded in my 
works, I strive to leave spaces for the audience to personally understand my work. That is why I never title my works. As 
soon as they are opened to the public, their beauty is in the eye of a beholder. 

What do you think is important to maximize the visual impact of an artwork? 

Artists visualize thought by choosing the right material for the context. I once had a chance to watch Universal ballet 
show ‘Chunhyang’ where I witnessed discrepancy between the Western model and the Korean context. So, when selecting 
artistic measure, I tend to be more considerate. Such thought was blended in the <Expression> series. In one part of the 
series, I used Asian models with ‘muk’, traditional ink to express models’ black hair as an oriental brush. Visual artists 
should be able to use materials that align with the cultural theme of the artwork to signify the idea better.

What can you tell about sustainability in dance photography, and the concept of resilience in a medium called photography? 
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PAGE 14
BAKI, Expression #1-7 (47*60cm, Marbling Ink)

PAGE 16, 17
BAKI, Expression #1-2 (200*53.33cm, Washable Ink)

ON THIS PAGE
BAKI, Shadow #2-2 (174*120cm)

CREATIVE CULTURE

When we think of dancers, typical stereotypes exist, 
hindering their beautiful features. I endeavored to change 
such notion by portraying an elegant body with visual 
techniques. This did not mean that I will take mundane 
documentary photos where I simply shoot what dancers 
perform. There were already a handful of people who did 
that well. Problem was that they did not have their own 
unique color. I visualized my ideas with the image of 
dancers. Understanding what you can do with your best 
asset to differentiate yourself is where you start to gain 
resilience. 

Baki took a major shift in his life by throwing himself into 
the obscure future to follow his ambitions. He now stands 
as a renowned visual artist, capable of creating art that 
amalgamates dance and photography. To us he revealed 
his hope to find ways to differentiate and advance himself 
by visualizing his story of life.  
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“Masks that Unveil Harmony”

ACCESS visited Yoo Ahn Kim, a mask designer who aims 
to spread Korean culture through utilizing masks in various 
activities. ACCESS was fortunate enough to hear stories 
behind the masks and try on a few. As the first mask design 
director of MBC Mask Singer, Kim continues to make 
challenging and unique efforts to create masks that hold 
values of Korean culture.

YOO AHN
KIM

Designer
uanmask.com
uan-boleec@naver.com

2011 Target Successful Entrepreneur “Yoo Ahn Kim’s Real Style Lecture” 
2014 CEO of UAN MASK
2015 Designed and Produced masks of MBC “King of Mask Singer” 
2017 Designed and Produced “Patriotic White Tiger”
2018 Participated in <Plus heart Campaign> with Miral welfare foundation

Yoo Ahn Kim
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Y O O  A H N  K I M

b y .  J I S O O  PA R K

CREATIVE CULTURE

Please share the meaning behind UAN masks. What 
does the name imply and what is their potential?

 
When I was a style director, crossing the bridge 
to design a mask that will not ruin makeup and 
be breathable was a big challenge. However, I was 
surprised to see how the meanings of my name 
(Ahn as face; Yoo as happiness) coincided with 
being a mask designer. Since it is unusual for 
someone’s name to concur with a job, I decided to 
become a mask designer. 
 
A mask brings courage to the public. Masks are far 
more powerful than the weapons that were used 
during wars. Historically, commoners could only 
imitate the nobles through Taal (Korean mask). 
The only way to heap scorn on the upper classes 
was to wear masks to imitate the aristocracy. Masks 
also helped celebrities rise from obscurity to fame 
by showing their talents, ambitions, feelings and 
aspiration. 
 
 
What are the unique features that enabled the 
popularity of UAN masks?
 

Although the proposal was challenging, I 
encouraged myself to take further steps for UAN 
masks. I found that collecting antiques is my way to 
overcome artist’s block. I realized that it is important 
to let people know the value of preserving antiques. 
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CREATIVE CULTURE

I also made an effort to accumulate all the possible 
masks around the world to test which mask works 
best. 
 
As a result, I was able to introduce two materials, 
iron and neoprene, just for the UAN masks, and 
this led to their popularity. Neoprene reduces the 
chance of ruining makeup and protects the keeps 
the mask’s original shape. Iron is then fixed inside 
the mask to help control the shape of a mask and 
adjust the size various forms. It also prevents the 
hair from getting tangled and it does not absorb 
sweat as it is waterproof. No one has ever proposed 
these unique designs, which is why I was able to 
grant a patent for my invention.
 

If you would come up with a mask that symbolizes 
yourself, how would you name it and what kind of 
design would you propose?
 

I believe the “Patriotic White Tiger” that I designed 
three years ago best represents my identity. The 
white tiger symbolizes our country, consisting of 
love, delicacy, and consideration. These qualities are 
what I have always been trying to pursue as a true 
Korean. And, of course, the mask was primarily 
designed to prove our great country is willing to 
work together under any circumstances, which 
was why it is designed in DIY form with additional 
decorations.
 
The mask is divided into five parts: mask, band, 
UAN glass, sponge, and tape. Every part is crucial 

PAGE 20
UAN, Patriotic White Tiger 

PAGE 22
UAN, T-Ball Mask

PAGE 23
Mask designs by UAN
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as it reduces the chance of damage and protects people 
from absorbing UV rays when they are under the sun. After 
putting the pieces together, it finally becomes a complete 
“Patriotic White Tiger.” As I want a mask that symbolizes 
me as a person to prove how a variety of communities can 
cooperate as one society, magnets from different countries 
will also be designed to further decorate my mask.

What are your future plans as a mask designer? What would 
be a way for a mask to remain sustainable in the Korean 
culture?
 

The Korean national flag is complicated; not every child 
is able to draw it properly. By designing the mask in DIY 
form, children can easily learn how to draw the flag and 
have fun at the same time. In the future, I hope to expand 
the target customers through designing various magnets 
for customization. While the masks stay as default, magnets 
will be a decorative form to express one’s uniqueness. 
Another plan is to start a collaboration by decorating the 
masks with different styles of magnets in different shapes, 
such as flowers, faces, and animals so a mask can act as one. 
 
Although the ideas I have in mind are my future ambitions, 
I believe they will be appreciated by many people in the near 
future as the main purpose of UAN masks is to bring people 
altogether as a family. This is why I would love to become 
the mask of Ahn, and spread the joy of Yoo to the world. 

ACCESS hopes to see Yoo Ahn Kim’s ongoing path in the 
future, bridging the gap between Korean culture and masks. 
His design efforts will give him courage and public support, 
and his masks have the potential to be culturally resilient.

CREATIVE CULTURE

PAGE 24 Mask designs by UAN
TO THE LEFT     UAN, Patriotic White Tiger
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CREATIVE CULTURE

MBC복면가왕 가면을 최초로 디자인 및 제작한 김유안 스타일 디렉터가 디자인한 마스크입니다. 대한민

국 상징인 백호와 태극기를 모티브로 만든 한국을 대표하는 디자인으로서 '애타'(애국타이거)는 "남을 

사랑하자"라는 뜻을 가지고 있습니다. 유안마스크를 통해 한국의 미를 느껴 보시길 바랍니다.

THE MASK, NAME OF 'AETA(PATRIOTIC TIGER)' IS DESIGNED BY UAN KIM WHO IS THE FIRST 
MASK DESIGN DIRECTOR OF MBC 복면가왕 (MASK SINGER). THE MASK 'AETA' IS DESIGNED 
MOTIF OF THE NATIONAL FLAG OF KOREA AND WHITE TIGER, AND IT HAS INNER MEANING FOR 
"LOVE OTHERS" IN KOREAN. FEEL THE CHARM OF KOREA THROUGH UAN MASK!
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KIM
EUNAH

“Beautifully Plating Life”

A simple visit to the studio for the interview was an inspiring 
start as once we went inside, the happy couple was at 
the kitchen table, where yellow traditional Korean bread 
was served on a contrasting black tray. That told me how 
interesting this interview was going to be.  Kim Eunah is a 
food stylist who enjoys creating masterpieces out of food, 
shown in films and advertisements. Through her, we learned 
about beautifully plating life (인생을 아름답게 차리다), the 
motto of Charida Studio.

Food Stylist
charida.com 
gold1525@naver.com

2006 Graduated Department of Food and Nutrition, Chung-ang University
2011-2013 CEO and Foodstylist of EUNAHSTYLE Team
2013-2018 CEO and Foodstylist of CHARIDA
2014 Professor of Department of Food design at LOY Culture and Art college

Kim Eunah
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K I M  E U N A H

How would you describe a food stylist? What aspects do we 
require from food stylist?
 

Food stylists work on various, wide-ranging projects, yet 
the first priority is dealing with the visual. When developing 
recipes, the color of the ingredients that would be plated 
together is most important. Indeed, many people who work 
in this field get a colorist license. I don’t have one, but I 
found traveling experience to be especially helpful. I was 
able to learn distinct colors that a particular place possesses 
and the importance of plating. I prefer to use plates with 
matte surfaces to help the food stand out. I prefer wooden 
plates or ones with natural age. 

 
What are some differences between food stylists and chefs?
 

I think the main difference is that chefs put more emphasis 
on the actual taste of a food whereas food stylists put more 
emphasis on whether a food looks tasty. You would never 
guess that the chicken you see on a commercial is not 
fully cooked. We are creators producing visual content 
from scratch from unexpected ingredients. We often fly 
all the way to Japan just to get a pomegranate or attach 
canned olives with real leaves to create an olive tree. These 
extraordinary techniques are not taught in cooking classes 
but learned from experience. 

 
We heard that you spent seven long years of assistant life 

before becoming a professional food stylist. Where does the 
system of being socially recognized after a long period of 
‘apprenticeship’ come from?
 

To be honest, I am not sure. I started the work in 2002, and 
at that time, there wasn’t a veteran working in the field, and 
even my parents called the job “food-what’s-the-name” 
because they have never heard about it. When I first started, 
I was 20 years old, just passionate about the job without 
knowing who to find or where to go to learn. Then I found 
a staff-recruitment announcement on a bulletin board 
and found a place where staff had spent two to five years 
working as a food stylist. So, I thought the same amount 
of time would be necessary for me to climb up the ladder. 
16 years on the techniques and the environment have 
improved, progress remains, andI hope my job continues to 
reach into everyday life.
 

It seems like food stylists have to deal with different aspects—
from cutlery to ingredients—and requires cooperation. What 
methods do you think will uphold sustainability?
 

When my husband and I first started Charida, we considered 
the issue of sustainability. At first, we attempted to create a 
new cutlery brand, so we took pottery classes and visited 
factories. But the ambition didn’t last long since pottery also 
required time to learn skills and techniques. I learned that 
one should continue developing personal expertise instead 
of crossing others’ professional boundaries. We try to reflect 

b y .  S O O Y U N G  J U N G

CREATIVE CULTURE
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this when collaborating with artists in other professions, making their work 
shine through my professionalism. In this way I believe I can sustain.
 

The theme for this issue of ACCESS is ‘resilience’. What do you think is an 
important aspect that needs to be considered for food styling to be resilient?
 

One way is to let food styling be easily approachable in everyday life. Even 
when eating a snack from a food truck, for example, we re-plate the food 
from disposable container to another plate so that it looks tasty. Such actions 
can make our lives more rich and beautiful. Some might think I will lose 
professional ground, but I think it lets professionals be more noticeable. The 
increasing number of people who care about and enjoy how they eat everyday 
can improve the profession of food styling. The realization is that food styling 
is not new or unfamiliar, simply an act of trying to make our lives a little more 
beautiful and satisfying.
 

Kim Eunah’s passion towards every project she works on will certainly light 
the way for many potential food stylists. ACCESS encourages her hope for the 
permeation of beauty and richness in people’s everyday lives by beautifully 
plating life.

PAGE 26
food styling by Kim Eunah

PAGE 29
food styling by Kim Eunah, Charida Studio Hapjeong

ON THIS PAGE 
food styling by Kim Eunah

CREATIVE CULTURE
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EVENTS
100 ALBUMS 100 ARTISTS
ART OF CLOTHING, FOOD, AND HOUSE
BBALLAE
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100 Albums 100 Artists
“Genre Alchemy: Amalgamating Music and Art”

b y .  S E U N G A H  N O H

At Jamsil Lotte Avenuel Art Hall, <100 Albums 100 Artists>, an exhibition on the brief outline of Korean pop music was held 
from March 2nd to April 2nd. The first LP record press was introduced to the Jeong-dong Seoul broadcasting station, adventing 
the LP production age and finally allowing Korean musicians’ self-expression. 

The ten subjects of the exhibition are  <Social Affair Album>,  <Fashion>,  <Million Seller> and <Overseas Fabrication>. 
The project incorporated many different generations of artists, from the veteran artists Joo Jae-hwan and Hwang Ju-ri to 
rising talent, covering 58 years of Korean pop music. 

For all its omissions and laconicism, the exhibition is an engaging and illuminating introduction. Korean pop culture critic 
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Choi Kyu-sung arranged the ten themes, each showcasing 
ten LP-sized pieces of album art recreated on canvas by 
one hundred artists. The display evokes a sense of alchemic 
combination of music and fine art, resulting in more than 
a mere juxtaposition of the two. It also draws new energy 
to the old days of LP production. “While it is considered 
as inconvenient in this digital age to put on LP records on 
an audio system, with all the bulky equipments needed, 
LP records has its original charm, both visual and aural,” 
says Jung Ko-eun, the chief curator of the exhibition. The 
consistent search for new things may be an ancient human 
instinct, to escape the boredom of normality. As we get 
used to the “new” modes of music (radios, mp3 players, and 
smartphones), we may feel reminiscent toward personal 
music traditions, going back to the old days of LPs. “So, I 
think of it as a circulation,” says Jung. 

That being so, there is a lively mix of the old and new, 
traditional and trendy; the definition of refinement has 

changed gradually, from simply following the fads of 
the time to having one’s own distinctive inclination. The 
dogmatic belief in the existence of a border between the old 
and the new has disappeared, allowing for the possibility 
of resilience. <100 Albums 100 Artists> is an exemplary 
pilot study for the practice of intermixing various genres of 
Korean Artists. At <100 Albums 100 Artists>, music and 
art, the old and new converge to allow new energy to fill the 
contemporary genres and generations.  
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Photo of the exhibition
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Album covers at the exhibition
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Art of Clothing, Food, and House
“Cherishing What is Near Us”

b y .  D O N G W O O  K I M

As a photographer, I often travel around to frame novel objects 
or interesting events. We are interested in photographing a 
comet that visits Earth once every century, but how about 
objects that are usually taken for granted? <Art of Clothing, 
Food, and House> is an exhibition that has been held 
annually for the past three years: ‘Clothing-telling’, ‘Food-
scape’, and ‘Space In and Out’. The exhibition calls attention 
to clothing, food, and housing—all crucial yet easy to miss. 
ACCESS interviewed the exhibit’s head curator Hyewon Han. 

Art Space J is a gallery focused on photography. As you 
walk into the gallery, you face the walls displaying scores 
of elegant and mesmerizing wooden and metal frames. 
As you walk down the hallway lined with breathtaking 
artwork, you reach the lounge with a relaxed atmosphere. 
The room contains frames and also objects that were used 
for the exhibition artwork. They are ordinary items such as 
jeans or popcorn, and framing them as art is not an easy 
task. Han said, “Photography can only be made with trained 
eye which requires considerable amount of knowledge 
accumulated through book, music, and movies.” 

As you stroll around the gallery, you may naturally 
understand what it means. For example, Sung-yeon Ku’s 
popcorn series as part of ‘Food-scape’ shows how plain 
food can be a medium for artistic expression. By scattering 
popcorn on branches like flowers, Ku stresses the subject 
of ephemeral beauty. Artwork from ‘Space In and Out’ also 
shows the trained eye of a photographer. Moonho-Lee’s 
<Distortion> frames an artificially built interior to recreate 
an image of internal space, and Chanmin Park’s <Blocks> 
shows skyscrapers without windows to convey the message 

of how people live in monotonous routine. 

Han also shared her insight on photography as an art. 
“As now we are in the modern society, photography has 
more potential in it. Digital tools, printing methods are 
diversified, and this allows artists to express their thoughts 
in unprecedented ways. This eventually leads to thrilling 
infinite diversification of contemporary art.” Han gave a 
balanced conclusion, stating that “Everything swings from 
one extreme to the other. I believe analog will come back 
in trend when we once reach the epitome of digitalization.” 
Photography might be a medium that resembles a swinging 
pendulum that gains resilience as it moves from one 
extreme to the other. 

<Art of Clothing, Food, and House> emphasizes that 
everything around us is art and motivates us to recall 
everyday objects and learn how to appreciate them. 
Through such appreciation, we are able to recall pleasurable 
moments of life, and hopefully understand that “I myself 
is an art as art exists in every corner of lives,” as Han says. 

TO THE RIGHT
Beomsik Won, Archisculpture 042c

(46*32cm, archival pigment print, 2015)
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Bballae
“The Private Routine to Communal Intimacy”

Daehangno, the home of Korea’s theater industry, attracts 
audiences with superfluous neon signs and loud music. 
Walking away from the hectic noise and taking few turns, 
one reaches Dongyang Arts Center in which creative musical 
Bballae (빨래) is performing. On the wall of the theater, 
the sky-blue poster of the musical stood boldly, inspiring 
a delightful sensation. Packed with drama and dynamic 
characters, the show resembles the struggle and life of 
commoners like ourselves.

 A foreign immigrant worker, aspiring writer, mother of a 
disabled daughter, and small shopkeeper are the leading 
characters of Bballae; the struggles, hope, and love that the 
characters experience as the newcomers of the metropolitan 
city of Seoul weave into a musical of life. Since 2005, Bballae 
has welcomed audiences with a heart-warming story. 
ACCESS met Park Chan Duk, the producer of Bballae.
 
“As laundry gets dry after time, your sorrowful tear will dry.” 

b y .  B O D A M  J E O N
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The title of the show, Bballae, comes from laundry in Korean. 
Laundry, involving soaking, swishing, and squeezing 
motions, teaches people  a lesson about the ephemerality of 
sorrow and resilient nature of life. The meaning of laundry 
is emphasized, as doing laundry becomes a communal 
event in the show. As characters gather around the rooftop 
and empty lot to hang out the laundry, they not only share 
what has happened in a day but also pat each other on the 
shoulder. The musical Bballae teaches hope through the 
language of laundry.
 
The musical regenerates the Korean cultural interpretation 
of laundry. Before laundry machines entered people’s lives, 
a washing place used to be a place for community. Streams 
and rivers provided kids a place for swimming and a spot 
for doing actual laundry. Bballae rejuvenated the forgotten 
idea of washing place in this musical.
 
Bballae is “the story about us living in the present time” 

said Park. Correspondingly, the struggle of the characters 
is not foreign to audiences. Perhaps, audiences strongly 
relate because the conflicts in the show come up in reality. 
Nevertheless, Bballae breaks the vicious cycle of seemingly 
unsolvable problems and forsaking; it introduces the 
virtuous cycle of hope that scars from the others can be 
healed by one’s nearest and dearest. Bballae tells of a life 
worth living together with the power of community and 
relationship.
 
From time to time, audiences gasped in anger, excitement, 
sorrow, and joy. The gushing of emotions shows the 
captivation that the audiences and actors felt through 
Bballae. The emotions still resonate when laundry sway in 
the wind. 

PAGE 38,39
Scenes from <Bballae>
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Artist
ilhoon.com
info@ilhoon.com

2003 Architectural Association School of Architecture, AA Diploma
2007 Royal College of Art, Design, Masters
2010 Studio IL Hoon Roh
2016 Solo Exhibition, Art Studio, Tajan, Paris
2017 Acqusition, Pompidou Centre, Paris
2018 Acquisition, Incheon Airport Terminal 2, SPC Lounge
2018 The Journey of Time, Museum of Decorative Arts, Madrid

IL HOON ROH
“Catharsis from the Seemingly Obvious” 

Your works are shown by utilizing technology and handcraft. 
Is there specific reason for your focus on these two? If you 
have other materials you have worked on or are willing to 
work in the future, please share the experiments with us. 
 

When working on a project, I become an experimentalist 
who discovers, explores, and delivers natural theories. So 
my studio studies and analyzes the beautiful principles 
behind nature, such as bee hives and tree branches, hoping 
that the audience will feel the same awe and amazement 
that we do.
 
When we think about all the possible materials to produce 
objects, there are endless combinations. Many of my works 
are based on handcraft, technology, and fiber because they 
create a synergy when integrated. One of the elements that 
I am interested in nowadays is light, which has endless 

potential as well. I am currently investigating, researching, 
and experimenting on the nature of light to discover some 
theories that we would not have known, or some theories 
that could be reinterpreted. 
 

Among the many areas of study, why did you start expressing 
your ideas through the framework of furniture? 
 

When I was working as an architect in the UK, I had a 
strong desire to build what I love. However, expressing 
my thoughts and ideas as an architect had limitations. So, 
to construct objects that reflect my ideas and at the same 
time had a use, I ended up creating furniture. To clarify, 
my initial intention wasn’t to create furniture, but that 
was what suited my ideas the most. After various projects 
however, I realize that working within the framework of 

ACCESS interviewed IL Hoon Roh, an architect, designer, and experimentalist, who seeks to visualize the 
essence of beauty found in nature. He utilizes various materials by integrating handcraft and cutting-edge 

technology to bring catharsis from the things we are surrounded by, often taken for granted. Receiving 
worldwide attention through the acquisition by the Pompidou Center recently, IL Hoon Roh shared his 

philosophy behind the projects and techniques he studies.
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PAGE 44 IL Hoon Roh, Parabola Chandelier (aluminium, fiber optic cable, LED, 2017)
                IL Hoon Roh, Parabola Paradiso (floor light, carbon fiber, aluminium, fiber optic cable, LED, 2017)
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furniture also had its limitations. So I have been trying to 
go beyond the boundaries of furniture and focus purely on 
expressing my ideas.

 
I personally like the work ‘Parabola Paradiso’ because it 
beautifully integrates the hidden patterns in nature through 
advanced technology. Is there a specific reason why you 
study and work on topics of nature? 
 

I value the beauty of nature the most because there is so 
much to learn from nature itself, which also continues 
to evolve. Nature is so versatile and happens under 
inexplicable theories, but once reconciled, it fits like a 
puzzle and ‘naturally’ delivers an unforgettable, forceful 
catharsis. 

When you think deeply about why things occur in nature, 
you start to find the beauty in theories and principles. 
The work of Parabola Paradiso is the combination of a 
chandelier consisting of hand-woven fiber optic cables 
with beads hanging from the top to form natural curves 
due to gravity. This natural parabolic curve is mirrored 
by an arch made by carbon fiber which was created by 
hanging carbon fiber rope with weights to form a parabolic 
curve, which was then hardened and turned upside down 
to form an arch. It is a visualization of what happens when 
the direction of the force is reversed, making it structurally 
valid and perfect. This allows the viewers to rethink gravity, 
which we mostly take for granted. 

There are many striking phenomena in nature which I 
want to understand more deeply. Since I am the pioneer 
of visualizing such fascinating phenomena, my studio is 
left with endless research and experiments with inevitable 
trial and error processes. This process naturally results in 
depicting these ideas into uniquely shaped objects. 

Many of your projects incorporate handweaving of carbon 
fiber strings into knots. What was the inspiration behind the 
use of carbon fiber and knots?

Ever since I discovered the possibilities of carbon fiber, I 
have been using it often to develop my project. Carbon 

fiber is flexible, giving me the opportunity to play it by 
hand to form various shapes. But once heat treatment 
occurs, it becomes stronger than steel but weighs much 
less to the point that it could be lifted with even a single 
finger. Because of the unique property of this material, 
many of my works, including the Nodus project and the 
Rami series, have utilized the method of weaving carbon 
fiber.

The Nodus project, meaning “knots” in Latin, is made of 
carbon fiber strings woven into over 10,000 knots. Over 
500 years ago, when paper was scarce in most countries, 
Korea had high paper production ability. Paper was 
transformed into objects such as vases by thinly slicing, 
twisting, lacquering, hardening, and folding. This intricate 
techniques of paper craft were developed, leaving a legacy 
of traditional craftsmanship, the beauty of which inspired 
my work. I combined the traditional Korean paper craft 
technique with modern cutting-edge material—carbon 
fiber—to show how such combination of past and present 
methods can create synergy. 
 

Are there any new techniques you are currently 
experimenting with? 

Currently, I am studying and experimenting with a form of 
French traditional textile craft, Aubusson tapestry, which 
is currently listed as a UNESCO Intangible Heritage. I was 
invited to carry out research and experiment with tapestry 
in the most traditional studio in Aubusson because they 
saw my work on Nodus and wanted to find what I could 
bring to their craft; they looked to combine traditional 
handicraft technology with current technology, which 
was what my studio has been doing so far. So, for the 
Tapestry project, we are currently carrying out research 
and experiments to reinterpret tapestry in a way that has 
never been done before. 

Is there a reason why you stay in Korea to work on your 
projects despite worldwide recognition you have received? 
What are your future plans? 

 
Korea is an industrial country so there is a clear benefit 
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when experimenting in Korea. In other countries, access 
to certain materials such as carbon fiber can be difficult 
and processing of materials can be very expensive and 
time-consuming, which is not the case in Korea. I am an 
artist who builds everything in the studio, so it is quite 
liberating to have easy access to these things. This is why 
my studio is in the heart of the industrial area of Gunpo, 
as the factories and manufacturers are within arm’s reach. 
As an experimentalist, I can try out experiments in various 
ways and push the possibilities. 

I plan to keep researching and experimenting to find the 
best way to deliver my ideas. I hope to keep developing 
new and innovative approaches to theories in nature and 
convey my message to the audience through exhibitions.
 

 
Upon entering Roh’s studio in its factory-like atmosphere, 
the interview with him inspired me to reexamine the 
importance of experimenting, going through countless 
processes of trial and error to acquire something 
meaningful and noble. The endless experiments with 
handcraft and technology allow his works to stay resilient 
and highlight the amazing phenomena that surrounds us 
and that we often take for granted. 
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IL Hoon Roh, Nodus

( 30*100*185cm, screen light, carbon fiber, fiber optic cable, 
LED, aluminium, 2014)

ON THIS PAGE
IL Hoon Roh, Fabric Table R

(70*125*47cm, centre table, GRP, 2007)
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Artist
choijeonghwa.com
ghaseum@chol.com  

2002 The 8th Baltic Triennial of International Art, Contemporary Art Center, Vilnius, Lithuania
2005 Ilmin Arts Award, Ilmin Cultural Foundation, Korea
2006 Korea Artist Prize, the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea
2007 Welcome, Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Wolverhampton, UK
2010 17th Biennale of Sydney, Sydney, Austria
2012 Arsenale 2012, Kyiv Biennale, Kyiv, Ukraine
2013 Present of the Sun, Setouchi Triennale 2013, Shodojima, Japan

CHOI JEONG HWA
“A Journey of Record, Memory, and Commemoration” 

One of your trademarks is plastic basket. What triggered 
you to use plastic as one of your main materials?

A blown-up balloon is a balloon and a popped balloon is 
also a balloon; a balloon is a balloon no matter what state 
it’s in. This is a crucial point because plastic is also an object 
of nature, made of rubber and oil mixed together. Like any 
other material, it’s also one of the outcomes of earth and 
sun, as concrete is just cement, sand, and gravel. They’re 
all different faces of nature. So, we shouldn’t depreciate 
plastic by simply saying that plastic is artificial, and since 
artificial things are bad, plastic is bad. Instead, we need 
to reconsider the harmony, balance, and coevolution of 
artificiality and nature. For example, in my most recent 
project, <Forest>, I piled up green plastic baskets, from 
three meters to nine meters high, which gave people the 
same feeling and experience as walking through a real 

forest. Through it, I realized that it’s different whether the 
plastic has been piled up with a certain thought or whether 
it was simply utilized to mimic something else without 
any consideration. So, through my installations, I try to 
throw out a question to all of its viewers, showing that the 
problem of artificiality is a matter of whether or not the 
creator has a perspective.
 

When I visited your exhibition at Eunpyeong History Hanok 
Museum, my first impression was that your artworks look 
like small architectures from piling up different objects and 
materials. What is the importance behind stacking and 
piling?

I began stacking and piling when I first saw miniscule 
stone towers on a hike. As you can see from <Gather 

 In front of the museum, clinging and clutching sounds from children hitting on tableware filled the silent void 
as people continuously brought them for Choi’s new project, <Gather Together>. The open space was being 
covered with used dishes, plastic containers, and silverwares, which were various in size, color, and design. 

Through the interview, the globally renowned artist Choi Jeong Hwa revealed to us his inclinations and 
motivations in bringing attention back to objects that had lost their values.
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Together>,  everyone enjoys the pleasure of stacking rocks 
by balancing them. What’s more important is that by 
doing so, people have fun, share memories, and in the end, 
stack thoughts together as well. That’s my goal: to create 
records and memories that people can commemorate later 
on. When I say stack and pile, I mean it in a literal way 
but also in a symbolic way, as to pile memories, records, 
and thoughts together. The way I try to reach my goal is 
by placing value on such stacking and piling, since the 
world is settled this way. For instance, think about the 
difference between raw rice and cooked rice. One grain of 
rice can only be a slice because even if you try to stack it, 
it would collapse. However, once it is cooked, the rice can 
be stacked or perhaps used to form a sculpture. Likewise, 
water can’t be piled up, but when frozen, it becomes snow, 
which can also be piled up to cover the whole landscape. 
That’s what I try to do through my artwork: slicing and 
sculpting. So, I put emphasis on stacking and piling simply 
because I believe it’s one of the most primitive things on 
earth and in life. 
 

Is there a reason why you don’t explain the artworks in your 
captions or don’t have a caption at all?

A single artwork looks different depending on the viewer’s 
current mood. I always say “your heart is my art,” meaning 
that artists should create minds and spirit through their 
artworks that bear different interpretations because 
even my own interpretations often differ according to 
my condition and state of mind. So, instead of setting 
boundaries to artworks by placing captions, I say that art 
should be an open-ended question. Good art should always 
raise endless questions like, “Did you see that? What do 
you think about it?” because that is when artworks really 
shine their lights, through continuous conversation and 
shared communication in public.

You have many different pieces of public art all over the 
world. What do you hope the public to take with them 
through your public artworks?

I made a giant olive wreath, called <Gift of The Sun>, as a 
memorial public art in Naoshima, Japan. For the project, 
I visited a local school of 101 students and engraved the 
students’ dreams on the leaves of the olive wreath. On 
the opening day, an old man came with his grandson, 
hand-in-hand, and asked the child where his dream was 
written. I was emotionally touched because 50 years later, 
the child could visit with his own grandson, remembering 
the memories and telling the stories behind the artwork. 
Unfortunately, these days, most artists make art for one 
percent of the public and call it “public” just for their 
own good. Yet, public art belongs to the public, not the 
artist. Art that does not match and interact with the 
environment, location, or society is a giant waste. Public 
art should engage and participate with the public, blending 
into the already existing environment. So instead, I always 
try to create records, memories, and commemorations as 
an artist. If I succeed, my journey would build a paradise 
where everyone interacts and participates with the 
artwork, but even if I don’t, I would at least have paved the 
way for future outcomes. 

 
Your artworks are installed in various places with different 
characters, starting from plazas to narrow alleys. In 
addition, you constantly travel around the world to work on 
diverse projects. After experiencing the atmosphere and aura 
of different countries and locations, what do you think is the 
uniqueness of Korea?

Chaosmos and mandara; ‘chaosmos’ is chaos and cosmos 
combined and ‘mandara’ means natural colors as well as 
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fulfilling everyone’s goal and will. Chaosmos and mandara 
together imply dynamics that entail chaos, universe, and 
eternity. I use this phrase because the dynamics that 
the Korean market has are nowhere to be seen. While 
foreign markets are systematically planned to open during 
weekends or in the mornings, Korean markets, such as 
Gwangjang market, are simply there. This unique feature 
makes them full of energy and life. I’d say that it even 
represents living art. These factors of the Korean markets 
gathered all together create diversity and polyphony. Since 
that’s what shapes our world and gives us uniqueness, we 
should always leave our culture as it is in its most rough, 
rugged, uneven, crashed, and crumpled state and try to 
remain in chaosmos mandara.

Looking back at my time together with Choi, I realized 
that he once again fulfilled his goal through the interview 
we had, since it became a precious memory that I would 
hold for a long time. As Choi stated, “My job is to be Choi 
Jeong Hwa,” I hope that more artists like Choi will appear 
and grow to sustain our valuable culture through their 
artworks.

PAGE 48
Choi Jeong Hwa 

Happy Happy
 (Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, 2015)
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Choi Jeong Hwa 
With

 (Wolverhampton, 2007)
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Choi Jeong Hwa 

Beautiful, Beautiful life!
 (TINA B project in San Salvatore, Prague, 2012)
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CEO 
kyu@pentatonic.co.kr

1987 Yonsei Unversity, Material Engineering
1991 Berklee College of Music, Music Production & Engineering
1996 Samsung Entertainment Group, Record Producer
1999 Daum Communications, CPO
2005 Seoul Records Inc., Executive Director
2007 Pentatonic Co., Ltd., CEO & Producer

GYUCHEOL JEONG
“Liberation and Immersion of Art” 

While Painters HERO does not use linguistic expression, the 
show conveys a message through art in forms of drawing. 
What is the benefit of using art as the  main medium?
 

Art is a universal language. Without  linguistic components, 
people, regardless of gender, age, or nationality, easily 
understand the message conveyed. Consequently, the 
potential dynamics of audiences of the show expend. 
Another benefit of art is an educative aspect especially 
for young kids and adolescent students. Children’s 
mesmerized expressions nonetheless make me proud 
the producer of the show. Twists and tricks embedded in 
the show trigger curiosity of children; those components 
make children imagine the mechanics behind them. 
For example, marbling art, “under the sea”, is a common 

technique used in art, yet children cannot fathom how 
a painting on the water suddenly transfers itself to the 
canvas. Although the curious inquiry of adolescence may 
be exhibited at a higher level, the benefit is shared. Art 
makes the children and students think in different and 
unusual perspectives. Thoughts and ideas liberated from 
familiar boundaries is the benefit of art.
 

Painters HERO draws several paintings during the show. 
As the time passes, those paintings change, what are the 
standards in choosing pieces for the show?

 
When I first planned Painters HERO together with the 
title, I set the standard of the figures appearing in the 

The stillness of a day in June at Salvation Army Art Hall is broken by light chattering of tourists and family 
coming in for a mesmerizing art performance; shortly after their arrival, the lobby of the art hall is filled 

with excitement. Varying languages flying across the lobby suggest the dynamics of the audiences and excite 
curiosity about the show. Painters HERO, a performance show solely based on drawing heroic characters such 
as Bruce Lee, Michael Jackson, Guan Yu, Liu Bei, and Cao Cao with spectacular techniques, presents one-of-
kind memories to the audiences. Gyucheol Jeong, the president of Pentatonic and producer of painters HERO 

kindly invited ACCESS to share his creation and inspiration. Jeong sensibly and sincerely narrated the value in 
originality of Painters HERO.
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show to be famous and heroic figures. Although years have 
passed since the first show was unveiled, the show does not 
steer much away from the fundamental guideline of heroic 
figures. However, I must consider the fact that audiences 
show more interest in familiar figures. The reaction of 
the audiences depends much on the familiarity of figures 
drawn during the show—not to mention the composition, 
music, and atmosphere. The production team and the 
actors try to pay close attention to the reaction made by 
the audiences. Depending on needs, there are occasional 
changes made to the figures by the production team. For 
example, lately, Bruce Lee has been a concern; children 
younger than middle school age do not recognize Bruce 
Lee. Maybe in couple of years, appearances of Michael 
Jackson on the show may be once again revised. Anyhow, 
the first and foremost criteria is the audience’s enjoyment 
and the theme of hero.

What motivates you to remain in the performance industry 
for almost 10 years despite requiring adventure on an 
unfamiliar road?

“Without a sense of duty, lingering in this industry is hard”. 
Since year 2007, every day of running Pentatonic has been 
a challenge, yet I remained in the performing industry 
because of the belief in the value of originality. Starting a 
new show in the performance industry is very risky due 
to the abundance of diverse performances that already 
exist. However, I believed that the performance that I have 
created is unconventional and authentic, and I continued. 
Explaining the values in originality may take days and 
nights. To be simple, considering the fundamental inquiry 
of why originality contains value, we may look at the plain 
life of commonality. How boring is it that we live in endless 

PAGE 55 Light Scratching in Painters HERO
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routine? The highest thinking that a man can perform 
which is also productive and nonviolent is art. Yet, art 
seems to reside in a remote place. 

Being able to appreciate “art in life”—meaning being 
capable of living surrounded by art—holds importance 
that people may overlook. Considering the importance of 
art and originality, another motivation is to bring art closer 
to the everyday life of people. As mentioned, art these days 
is framed by the few and is conferred “exclusivity” and 
“nobility”. I would like to deliver a message that there is 
more to art than the “noble” art. I genuinely hope that 
Painters HERO will be one of the shows that ignites 
people to see the other side of art. Even the performers 
on the show are not graduates of art college. The show is 
screaming that art could be as simple and fun as people 
wish to be. I would hope that the show would make the 

audiences dare to doodle and scribble; the quality of the 
scribble is not the topic of importance. The irresistible fact 
is that the sense of liberation and immersion can never 
be replaced by other activities; that is the value that really 
matters.
 

Painters HERO has been welcoming audiences for almost 
ten years; perhaps many audiences have been delighted by 
the show already. For next five or ten years, what message do 
you hope to deliver to the audiences?
 

It may be a banal expression, but I want audiences to 
be pleased and happy after watching the show. As I 
have mentioned, Painters HERO delivers a completely 
original experience that can never be repeated elsewhere. 

PAGE 56, 57    Action Painting in Painters HERO
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Additionally, the show brings art and people together. It 
is rare to have a career that aims to please others; for me 
and other staffs, the simple excitement on the face of the 
audiences is enough reward. Especially seeing little ones 
holding their parent’s hand with delighted face walking out 
of the theater is the best moment for the team. Considering 
the fact that people can easily face unfavorable situations, 
a joyful hour and a half with dynamic performances is 
priceless. 
 

So far, we have talked about Painters HERO and art in 
relation to the show. As an individual, what do you want to 
bring back through your work and career in performing art?

 
I have another motivation when making the performance, 
which is bringing people back to the reality. People have 
forgotten the days without cell phones, computers, and 
television; they are almost enslaved by the digital world. 
The imbalance between digital and analog wear out people. 
I wish people would designate more time on “analogous 
activity” which includes art. The artistic activity includes 
creating with interest; playing with notes, and perhaps 
watching Painters HERO will have the same benefit. 
Artistic creation liberates people and lets them immerse.
 

Complexity of life seems to reach an apex as days pass 
and is never alleviated. Exhausted by ceaseless stimulus 
coming from the outside, individuals vail themselves and 
look for an excursion into simplicity. Jeong said art is one 
of the most difficult activities, and when engaged in artistic 
behavior, people are liberated and immersed at the same 
time. Irony it is; in order to escape from the complexity 
of life, people turn to the most difficult activity—creating. 
The lesson from the interview with Gyucheol Jeon together 
with Painters HERO is that people should start creating. 

ON THIS PAGE
Marbling Art in Painters HERO
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STUDIO

The Hongdae area has long been known as an assembly place for young artists in Seoul. Multitudes of shops and studios 
have been established to gratify the artists’ various needs. Yet, studio Oval, an art studio and a stationery boutique sitting 
quietly surrounded by the bustle of the area, has taken things to a whole new level where pencils and notebooks themselves 
become works of art, not just drawing instruments. At Oval, the miscellaneous retrieves its originality. Colluding, colliding, 
and collaging with each other, the studio’s items suggest myriad new possibilities.
 
The name of the studio “Oval” already suggests the atmosphere of the space, simple but not unsophisticated. The ellipse, 
imperfect yet symmetrical, striking an abstruse balance between the two axes, suggests a sense of ambiguity between the 
perfect and the imperfect. Analogously, Kim Su-Lang, the owner and art director hoped the name would gain meaning 
over time. “I want the word Oval to imply spatiality, functioning more than as a mere name of the company.” The most 
striking feature of the studio is the variety of pencils, mostly discontinued products, displayed within. From the old 
version of Faber Castell 9000 series to the new mechanical pencils of Autopoint, the collection is unparalleled by any 
studio in Korea. Moreover, the idea that pencils, pens, notebooks, and pouches could serve as more than as means of 
creating art was relatively new in Korea. 

While it was desirable for artworks to pursue its own aesthetics—“refined,” “sophisticated” or even “classic”—the desirable 
traits of art tools were simply “user-friendly,” “accessible” or “efficient.” Practicality was the only emphasis for stationery. 
Naturally, a select shop which specializes in stationeries had no strong footing in Korea; people had to go abroad to buy 
the particular item they wanted. Yet there still are people who buy pencils-out of “nostalgia” for the old touch of classic 
pencils or, for young people, out of “curiosity.” Ironically, for the ones who grew up surrounded by electronic devices, 
classic devices become novel, intriguing pieces of art, emanating mystery. Not only for the avid collectors but also for the 
one-off consumers, Oval provides an opportunity to look into the materiality of time. 

“While it has become better these days, I believe, there is a strong social stigma attached to material desire in Korea.” 
Human beings are drawn to “things” like moths to a flame. While being part of the materialist machine is prone to 
criticism, often deemed avaricious and greedy, the pleasure that we attain from things is nothing to sneeze at, Kim 
suggests. Notwithstanding the criticism that collecting drawing gadgets as “outdated” or of “petite-bourgeoisie nature,” 
the act of rearranging them in ways that set off each pieces redefines the space into a piece of art.

b y .  S E U N G A H  N O H

Expanding Significance through Ambiguity

TO THE RIGHT
Oval’s  interior
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Nowadays, we live in a decade where it is difficult to find unique cultures and traditions of a country because the world is 
changing rapidly through modernization. Yet, it is important to not be swayed by all the changes, and to keep our valuable 
tradition. The level of traditions preserved within a globalized world is an important element to consider for sustainability.

KumBakYeon, encompassed by hundreds of Korean traditional houses, allows people to immerse themselves in Korean 
cultures and operates as a variety of cultural centers in one studio. In the studio, ACCESS was immediately engrossed in 
the beauty of a traditional house. The door made of wood; the fence surrounded by stones and bricks, and the handle in 

b y .  J I S O O  PA R K

KumBakYeon: Embedding Gold 
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PAGE 65     KumBakYeon,  HongWonSam (홍원삼)
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the shape of Korean traditions were what amazed each of 
us. ACCESS was able to encounter the sense of getting into 
the real Joseon era. The studio is a harmonious blend of 
traditional and modern, and further enhances the Korean 
heritage with art. The artist Gi-ho Kim is preserving 
the technique of embedding gold on objects, a process 
maintained in the studio for four generations. 
 
Thanks to the first exhibition done by Gi-ho Kim’s father, 
‘KumBakYeon’, Kim was able to name the studio after that 
showing. In the studio, the process of embedding gold 
on objects involves both exquisiteness and meticulous 
attention over a three-step process. First, use a knife to 
carve the shape out of wood blocks. Secondly, make a glue 
to help the gold adhere. Finally, apply gold on wood blocks 
with the glue. All these steps are done by hand with the 
developed skills and knowledge of Kim.

Nevertheless, there comes a time when the value of 
handmade products becomes too high for people. 
Handmade products are delicate and precise whereas 
industrial products involve imprinting imitation at high 
speed. As Kim values the process of intricate workmanship, 
he tries to keep preserving the techniques by emphasizing 
curved lines on certain objects. Curved lines versus 
symmetrical lines differentiate handmade products from 
industrial products; it is difficult to design a symmetrical 
shape according to how an artist thinks. 
 
To further develop and publicize the traditions, Kim 
believes that exploring what people truly want from 
the objects is especially important. He is confident 
that engagement with the public will differentiate his 
personalized skills and techniques from his predecessors’, 
so he could create personalized outcomes for the public. 
The social program, such as letting students and children 
participate in embedding gold on objects during certain 

seasons will surely bring attention to the public in the 
end. In this way, people are able to appreciate the art of 
embedding gold. 
 
Remembering our traditions and applying it to our daily 
lives are crucial. Although it is often difficult to preserve 
and maintain traditional processes while the world is 
changing around us, Kim is here to keep the balance 
between handmade products and industrial products 
and to let the world know the value behind the art of 
embedding gold, which only exists in Korea. ACCESS is 
eager to know how Korea will be changed with the help of 
Gi-ho Kim in the near future.

PAGE 64
KumBakYeon, Traditional Gold Leaf Tea Table

TO THE LEFT
KumBakYeon, Traditional Wedding Veil
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In the back alleys of Seongsu dong stands a dusty old concrete 
building. Once you step inside, though, a dreamy retro but 
warm atmosphere full of interactions and a smell of coffee 
greets you. It’s like a whirl of emotion that dramatically 
changes as if you are suddenly traveling in a hot dry desert 
or swimming in warm tranquil water. ACCESS interviewed 
the duo crafts group Fabrikr who expressed the philosophy of 
this café Onion, a very unique place mixed with multicolored 
displays and sentiments of both past and present. 

The name of the café came from the fact that they 
discovered an onion, left in the new office, had grown 
in the opposite direction of gravity. Such resilience and 
vitality inspired them to name the café. The café was indeed 
shaped and designed by the two talented young men 
Sungjo Kim and Dongkyu Kim. Starting their relationship 
as university graduation project colleagues, Sungjo and 
Dongkyu created and worked as Fabrikr ever since they 
graduated. Now that they have spent almost a decade 

b y .  S O O Y U N G  J E O N G

A Space that Can be Used
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together, Dongkyu says that their social life identity has 
been formed together into one as Fabrikr and that is why 
no conflict can exist between the two. “Since the single ego 
of Fabrikr puts importance on what’s best for itself, there is 
always a consensus to be made between us.”

With the single ego working harmoniously, one of the big 
ideas Fabrikr upholds is recreation. It tries to give life to 
already used objects or spaces as it believes such a method 
can bring about deeper and more interesting stories that 
can be delivered to audiences. Onion was also an artwork 
that had been recreated under the same light. The old 
building from the 1970s that they renovated was made to 
preserve vestiges from the past, creating the interaction 
between the past and present. The second branch of Onion 
located in Mia dong was also a result of recreation, as it 
renovated a building that once used to be a post office. 
“We’ve brought old furniture to life, and we’ve saved 
spaces. Now we want to take a step further in saving the 
area and the people.”

Another keyword for Onion was platform. One of the 
reasons that Fabrikr renovated a post office for its second 
café was to symbolize the importance of the interaction of 
ideas. Just like a post office that once served as a platform 
to spread messages to all places, Onion was to serve as a 
platform that not only provided the best coffees from all 
parts of the country but also set up a place for interaction. 
“By providing the best coffee beans acquired from various 
renowned roasteries located in places from Gyeongju to 
Tokyo, Onion introduces the best quality coffees to the 
customers without roasting the beans on our own. We 
wanted to serve the customers with best quality coffee 
with reasonable price.” Furthermore, the space is designed 
like a hall or a square that people can use as a platform 
to interact with and about coffee. “We even chose not to 

install the electrical outlets for the Mia branch so that the 
customers can observe the variant beautiful colors that 
natural light possesses instead of spending time looking 
into their electrical devices.” To constantly learn and 
receive feedback from customers, Fabrikr still works at the 
cafe every day. So in a sense, Onion is also a platform that 
Fabrikr itself can use to grow.

Putting importance on conveying clear messages to 
audiences and creating artworks that can easily be 
approached by audiences, Fabrikr therefore upholds 
the philosophy of creating artwork that can not only 
be appreciated but can also be used. Furniture was thus 
a perfect fit for these two to create, and as time passed, 
space has also been recreated naturally under the same 
light. Onion was one of them and was clearly appreciated 
by many. Dealing with wide-ranging projects from large 
space installations to single piece of furniture as small as 
a chair, Fabrikr was able to improve upon applying their 
philosophies and its stories to these mediums. It will 
certainly continue to recreate a platform that can not only 
be seen but also be used.  

PAGE 68
Cafe Onion Seong-su

PAGE 69
Fabrikr, Gieol_Flow 

( 86*50*29cm, fabric, formica, wood, 2016)

TO THE RIGHT
Fabrikr, Water Melon

 (60*60*85cm, fabric, formica, wood, 2010)
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A C C E S S  A W A I T S  Y O U . 

Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and 
discuss more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook 

page & Instagram.

We will post important notices such as the magazine themes, 
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our 

magazine.

facebook.com/accesscs2
instagram.com/accesskorea

accesscs2.org

Copyright © 2018 Global Alliance of Marketing & Management Associations. All Rights Reserved.
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Han Sung Motor_Authorized Dealer of Mercedes-Benz
The E-Class

정부공인 표준 연비 및 등급
E 200 1,991cc, 1705kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 11.4km/l(도심연비 9.9km/l, 고속도로연비 13.1km/1), 4등급, CO₂배출량 156g/km
E 220 d, 1,950cc, 1,770kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 15.1km/ℓ(도심연비 13.8km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 17.1km/ℓ), 2등급 CO₂배출량 124g/km
E 220 d 4MATIC 1,950cc, 1,825kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 13.8km/ℓ(도심연비 12.7km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 15.4km/ℓ), 2등급, CO₂배출량 138g/km
E 300 1,991cc, 1,740kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 10.8km/ℓ(도심연비 9.6km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12.6km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 161g/km
E 300 4MATIC 1,991cc, 1,790kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 10.3km/ℓ(도심연비 9.3km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 169g/km
E 400 4MATIC 2,996cc, 1,910kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 9.0km/ℓ(도심연비 7.9km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 11km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 195g/km
Mercedes-AMG E 43 4MATIC 2,996cc, 1,915kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 8.9km/ℓ(도심연비 7.8km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 10.9km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 197g/km
Mercedes-AMG E 63 4MATIC+ 3,982cc, 2,100kg, 9G-TRONC, 복합연비 7.3km/ℓ(도심연비 6.5km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 8.7km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 242g/km
E 300 AMG Line(MY17) 1,991cc, 1,740kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 11km/ℓ(도심연비 9.8 km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12.8 km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 158g/km
E 300 4MATIC AMG Line 1,991cc, 1,790kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 9.6km/ℓ(도심연비 8.7km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 11.2km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량181g/km

강남(02)513-3000 청담(02)6421-1100 삼성(02)550-4000 서초(02)550-5000 방배(02)532-3421 용산(02)709-3800 서초 청계(02)6007-0100 분당(031)710-8000
인천(032)770-8800 인천 송도(032)860-3300 수원(031)740-5000 안성(031)8094-6000 대전(042)363-2000 대전 유성(042)602-2000 원주(033)741-8800 춘천(033)903-5000
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Han Sung Motor_Authorized Dealer of Mercedes-Benz
The E-Class

정부공인 표준 연비 및 등급
E 200 1,991cc, 1705kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 11.4km/l(도심연비 9.9km/l, 고속도로연비 13.1km/1), 4등급, CO₂배출량 156g/km
E 220 d, 1,950cc, 1,770kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 15.1km/ℓ(도심연비 13.8km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 17.1km/ℓ), 2등급 CO₂배출량 124g/km
E 220 d 4MATIC 1,950cc, 1,825kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 13.8km/ℓ(도심연비 12.7km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 15.4km/ℓ), 2등급, CO₂배출량 138g/km
E 300 1,991cc, 1,740kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 10.8km/ℓ(도심연비 9.6km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12.6km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 161g/km
E 300 4MATIC 1,991cc, 1,790kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 10.3km/ℓ(도심연비 9.3km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 169g/km
E 400 4MATIC 2,996cc, 1,910kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 9.0km/ℓ(도심연비 7.9km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 11km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 195g/km
Mercedes-AMG E 43 4MATIC 2,996cc, 1,915kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 8.9km/ℓ(도심연비 7.8km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 10.9km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 197g/km
Mercedes-AMG E 63 4MATIC+ 3,982cc, 2,100kg, 9G-TRONC, 복합연비 7.3km/ℓ(도심연비 6.5km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 8.7km/ℓ), 5등급, CO₂배출량 242g/km
E 300 AMG Line(MY17) 1,991cc, 1,740kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 11km/ℓ(도심연비 9.8 km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 12.8 km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량 158g/km
E 300 4MATIC AMG Line 1,991cc, 1,790kg, 9G-TRONIC, 복합연비 9.6km/ℓ(도심연비 8.7km/ℓ, 고속도로연비 11.2km/ℓ), 4등급, CO₂배출량181g/km

강남(02)513-3000 청담(02)6421-1100 삼성(02)550-4000 서초(02)550-5000 방배(02)532-3421 용산(02)709-3800 서초 청계(02)6007-0100 분당(031)710-8000
인천(032)770-8800 인천 송도(032)860-3300 수원(031)740-5000 안성(031)8094-6000 대전(042)363-2000 대전 유성(042)602-2000 원주(033)741-8800 춘천(033)903-5000
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